Describe selection for post mortem study?
- who called
- who else?

Any guidance from 'above' or Long?

What material did you use or were given?

On 4 August why so little product used?
Attack critic
After action report in as sample

Where is rest of attack C3I?
How can so many boats attack so far out at sea with any C3I?

1968 McNamara Hearings. What was passed to SecDef?

Hear stories of Castro history from in late 1971-2 by [Charly Gerhard] that disputed material in DeLange Chronology.
USM-9 - nvn vcm
USM-27
Phn/Phl early 64 OST, left Feb/Mar 65
DI Sept 64

To
Oct/Nov 82b
Dave Goddy (2nd) independent study of OST

Just Joe

(all too accurate) (difficult reading exactly
he looked at) helped

Dec 1964 - never happened

Cryptology article was essentially the report.

Low Grant
Dave Goddy
Milt Zaslav
Bill Gerhardt

Nothing on Dr. T.